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Signing off after 3 years and 15 issues of the journal, I have mixed feelings about
handing over the editorship to my successor. Undoubtedly it’s a relief, and it had

acquired a certain priority in my leisure (My wife puts it more strongly than that!). The
technical challenges of DTP and overseas printing have been enjoyable and rewarding,
and when I have all the content at hand, compiling the actual layout is fascinating.
Gathering the content can be frustrating, and publication deadlines can bring on panic
attacks! In Journal 346 editorial I said that “Each new editor is totally and absolutely
the master of the post”. I suspect that quite a few members will have felt that I took
this to extremes with  multi-coloured pages and photographic montages, but only one
member has expressed  dislike of the gaudy journal, its layout and its content,  to me
personally. At the moment I know that at least one member has volunteered to take
over from me. On his behalf  I’ll make a few small pleas to make his life easier.

To the marvellous people who send in complete, illustrated,  articles, normally as W4W
formats, seeing where you would like your images positioned relative the text is
enormously helpful, particularly if you describe the images.  There some  small “buts”
here..... But the images are unuseable from the article - the editor needs them separately
as JPGs, and these need decent definition, so file sizes somewhere between 1 and 3
Mps. If these images arrive with only their Dos names (Typically “img....” or “dsc....)
It is all too easy to confuse them when converting and labelling them for publication.
So as a general plea to everyone in any case, when you send in images, please re-label
them descriptively. And another “But”, whatever the temptation, please do not convert
your articles into PDF files. PDF really does cause a lot of work, as text has to be
converted back into text for the publication.

It would be invidious to list names, but I, like all my predecessors, owe a debt of
gratitude to everyone who has supported the journal with articles, photographs, surveys,
cartoons, advice and encouragement. So to my cohort of contributors, a special “Thank
You”.  I could  name them, but for the annual Journal Editor’s report I will simply do
the statistics and numbers, and, like this journal, I have to complete the task  before
departing for Greece on 22nd August. Had the Wessex a calling card dish, then my card
now would be “PPC”.
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James Cobbett.  January 2018.
 The Pan-American Highway is a network of roads, circa 30,000 kms long, stretching from Prudhoe Bay in Alaska,
down to Tierra del Fuego in Argentina. However, the Pan-American Highway is interrupted by the Darien Gap, a
100 kms stretch of inhospitable marshland, swamps, rivers and jungle, extending from Yaviza in Panama to Turbo
in Colombia. In 1971, an expedition, supported by the British Army and Messrs Land-Rover, and led by John
Blashford-Snell, drove a Range Rover through from Panama to Colombia, through the Darien Gap. This took one
hundred days, with the vehicle that arrived in Colombia, a bit like Trigger’s broom, incorporating many replacements
which had been installed since arriving in Panama.  Since then, no wheeled vehicles have passed the Darien Gap.
Though the Colombians, the UN, and others have promoted building a road from Panama to Columbia, to complete
the Pan-American Highway, the Panamanians regard the Darien Gap as a natural barrier, put there by God, to keep
undesirable foreigners out – a bit like the Brits’ traditional view of the English Channel! Such a road is currently off
the agenda, certainly here in Panama. The Darien Gap is now infested by venomous snakes, people traffickers and
“Xtreme” adventure trekkers. There are also reports of human “mule trains”, with up to sixty “mules”, each carrying
a seventy pound back-back of drugs, destined for Panama en route for the USA, traversing the Darien Gap. Such
groups take no prisoners, which likely accounts for the foreign adventurers, and locals, who disappear here each year.
  Though, as reported in Journal 344, I have organized a number of expeditions to seek caves in Guna Yala,
including finding, exploring and the surveying the Ailigandi River Cave (See map, below), Guna Yala is an
Amerindian “comarca”, which, though contiguous with the Darien jungles, does not, strictly speaking, form part of

the Darien Gap. The Darien Gap proper extends south from the end of the Pan-American Highway at Yaviza, or south
from the end of the roads accessible from La Palma, the capital of Darien, which itself can only be reached by
(passenger only) boat from the mainland.
  Following a recce to Yaviza in 2017, reported in Journal 343, where we found karstified limestone on the river
bank, and some nebulous reports of caves in Darien, a return to Darien was planned for early 2018, to answer the
question “Are There Caves in the Darien Gap?”.

   For this desperate venture, the “Usual Suspects” met in Panama City in early January 2018, each with extensive
and specific experience of caving in Panama; Pat Cronin (who crapped on the crocodile in 2006), Roger Day (who
was with me when we first found and explored Ailigandi River Cave in 2013), and Dig Hastilow (who has never
come clean as to what happened to the “Guna Viagra, three days!”, that he was given by the Witch Doctor in 2011).
 In advance, I had contacted the bank manager at La Palma, who claimed to be able to provide a guide/panga driver
who knew where to find at least one cave accessible from La Palma. Following a cultural day’s visit to the Casco
Viejo and the Fish Market, so the team could sample the excellent, and ever increasing, range of local artisanal beers,
including the best draft chocolate stout ever, the next morning we joined the Pan-American Highway, just outside
Panama City, and headed for Darien. On the way, we stopped several times at checkpoints manned by Senafront, the
Panamanian border defence force, whose main line of business is keeping out naughty people coming from Colombia.
Senafront could not have been more friendly and helpful, and were concerned to “book us in” to Darien, and would
later “book us out”. Their fortified checkpoints featured a photo, and other details, of a 26 year old US citizen, who
had been “booked in” to Darien, but never “booked out”, or ever seen again, so we were happy to cooperate. After a
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circa five hour drive, hard top all the way, including a stop for lunch, we reached Puerto Quimba, the end of the road
on the Pacific side (See map below), from where we would take a panga across the Rio Tuira, to La Palma. Senafront
“booked us in” once again, shortly after which our panga and panga driver arrived. Forty-five minutes, through a
down-pour, got us to La Palma, with the bank manager’s house on one side of our landing point, and our “hotel” on
the other. (If one Googles for “hotels” in this area, the nearest reported options are in Colombia – which tells you
something about both how near this is to the Colombian border, and also about the quality of accommodation available
in La Palma!) Though the panga driver denied all knowledge of “cuevas”, we hoped that the bank manager might be
more forthcoming.
Having checked into Hotel Biaquira Bagara, air conditioning but no meals and no bar, we waited for our
next-door-neighbour, the bank manager, to come home, but when he did, he knew nothing about any caves either –
so much for me being his boss’s brother-
in-law! Roger and I then went out to find
rum, Cocoa-Cola, lemons and ice, to
lubricate our thoughts on how best to find
caves to explore. While David, who runs
a modest restaurant, was showing us where
to get ice, we mentioned that we were
seeking caves, and within a couple of hours
he had introduced us to Jose Garrido, a
farmer who claimed to have a cave on his
land, and fixed us up with a 4 x 4 Toyota
Hilux and driver to take us there first thing
the next day, plus the promise of another
cave, if we survived the first one. Having
drunk the rum, we then ate at David’s
restaurant, and went to bed early in
preparation for the morrow.
  After breakfast at a Chinese
restaurant, we met Jose Garrido and the
driver at eight o’clock and headed south,
initially on hard top, from La Palma. After
about forty minutes, the hard top ran out,
and we continued on graded tracks. The
tracks then deteriorated to a point where, circa two hours from La Palma, the driver thought it prudent to leave the
Hilux and start walking, so that is what we did. Though still within a couple of miles of the limit of that part of Darien
that had been cleared for cattle ranching, the track was not good; steep, rutted, undulating and in places above the
ankles in mud/cowsh, with the occasional stampede of Brahman cattle coming the other way to provide additional
interest. After a little over one hour, we turned right across a cattle-infested field, and thence into the jungle, so far

with no sight of limestone. A further
forty minutes were then spent
floundering about in thick jungle,
looking for limestone, up and down
little gulleys, until Jose remembered
where the cave was located, and there
it was, in the Darien jungle, some
twenty miles from the Colombian
border.
  Cueva Jose Garrido (UTM 17P,
0826414 x 0898798, total surveyed
length 257 metres) has a large entrance,
which quickly leads into a dry upper
series, with a number of large stals,
columns and curtains. From here there
is a sky-light leading out to the surface,
beyond which the dry passage drops
again into a small chamber with no
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way on. Twenty metres inside the entrance, on the right, one
can follow a short crawl to drop down into an active  lower
streamway, with a passable active sink in from the jungle twenty
metres to the left, and, to the right, a further circa forty metres
of streamway leading to the downstream sump. Though the
sump felt to be roomy underwater, and Pat was tempted to try
a free dive, most likely this continues down the dip, so this was
left for another day, as was another steep active inlet passage,
joining just above the sump, but which was not immediately
climbable –
Darien is not,
after all, covered
by the MRO!
Though likely
hunters, and
others, have
sheltered in the
entrance, we
were almost
certainly the first
to explore the
cave fully.

We then beat a
retreat to our

Toyota Hilux, thence back to La Palma, stopping en route to meet Pili Bridgo,
another farmer, to arrange to visit a cave on his land, once we had recovered
from our first day out. We arrived at La Palma just as it was just getting dark,
and, after a shower, went to eat at David’s restaurant again, whilst regaling
him with the story of our adventures.
The next day being a Sunday, and still knackered from being twelve hours
out and about in the tropical sun, at 32° C. and 100% humidity, on the
Saturday, we took it easy. In the afternoon we took a short panga ride to visit

a Spanish fort on a small island
near La Palma. Fort San
Lorenzo was one of a number
of small forts built in the area
in the 18th century, to support
a Spanish campaign to
annihilate the Guna indians,
who were then allied with the
British who wanted to control
Darien, with its gold mines and
its easy access to the route
taken by treasure-laden fleets
from Callao in Peru to Panama
City.
On the Monday morning, we
met our driver at eight o’clock
and set off in the Hilux again,
headed South, on the same
roads as before. After only
about one hour, we parked the
Hilux and walked half an hour
across Pili’s farm, to find him,

and his campesinos, ranching cattle. After coffee at his farmhouse, Pili and his two sons  led us down into the jungle, via
a stream in a small gorge, to reach the entrance to Pili’s Tunnel after about twenty minutes.
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Pili’s Tunnel (UTM 17P, 0825828 x 0900708, total surveyed length 411 metres), just 2 kms from Cueva Jose Garrido
as the bat flies, is a complex, albeit small, master-cave, with three active sinks, one resurgence, one easy dry upper
entrance, and two ladderable pitches from surface, all passable, plus at least one additional inlet stream which was too
difficult to follow. It is also a real “fun” cave, with lots of swimming, and more than enough bats to satisfy the most
rabid batophile. Though Pili’s family had explored much
of this before, we were certainly the first group of “real
cavers”, and likely the first group to explore the
complete cave.
The main entrance, actually two entrances counted as
one, lies at the base of a cliff, at the end of a valley, with
the stream flowing into the cave. This leads into a lofty
and wide main chamber, with a number of stal columns
from ceiling to floor. The sky-light above allows light
to filter in, permitting some plants and lichens to thrive,
and illuminating the myriad swallows and bats flying
around. Only about 120 metres from the main entrance,
the stream resurges from the main passage, via an
impressive arch.  Just inside the main entrance, an inlet
tunnel comes in on the left, that may be followed up via
a series of climbs to an active sink in the jungle after
about eighty metres. We were later shown another dry
entrance, above this inlet tunnel, from where a passage
drops to join this stream .
Just inside the main chamber, a substantial stream enters
from the right that may be followed, by swimming to a
collapse, open to the sky, impassable without a ladder.
Straight ahead from here, a small stream enters over a
flowstone cascade, which was not climbed. To the right,
one can swim on, with a dry, high and bat-infested
oxbow from the collapse, joining after some twenty
metres.
From here, the passage gets more difficult due to the
large number of tree trunks and branches blocking it,
and the increased desperation of the bats confronted with
an unwanted, and unfamiliar, additional restriction to

their flight paths, in the form of a large visiting
caver. This eventually leads to another, just
passable, inlet sink, from the jungle.
 Once we had completed the exploration,
survey and  photos, we went back to Jose’s
farmhouse, where he, most kindly, plied us with
cold beer and roast chicken. Having thanked
Jose profusely, we walked back to the Hilux,
then back to La Palma.
The next morning we took a panga back to
Puerto Quimba, and “checked out” with
Senafront. One and a half hour’s driving got us
to Yaviza (see map, above), where the Pan-
American Highway runs out in the Darien Gap.
Beyond  here one can go South only by boat on
the many rivers, or on foot.  We visited the
Commandante of the  Darien Senafront Brigade
in his headquarters, and told him what we had
been up to, and asked if he knew of any more

caves in Darien. He was very friendly, but unable to point us at any “hot leads”, cave-wise. We also met a French, professional “Darien Guide”,
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who was waiting for one of a group of
commercially-sponsored motor-cyclists who
had decided to turn back one day into the Darien
jungle, leaving his colleagues to carry on
without him. We bought the Frenchman lunch,
and left him wondering if his biker was, “late”,
“missing”, or “worse”. We never saw anything
on CNN, so likely he turned up eventually. The
Frenchman could not point us at any caves
either!
We spent the Tuesday night in a hotel one hour
up the Pan-American Highway from Yaviza,
and drove back to Panama the next morning,
“checking out” with Senafront a couple of times
en route. We arrived home in time for The
Explorers’s Bar, swimming pool, lunch and
well-earned siestas in hammocks.

Stop Press from James: “If you have
not already gone to press, please would
you put into the text the survey lengths
of Pili’s Tunnel at 411 metres, and
Cueva Jose Galrido at 257 metres, total

668 metres, not too shabby!

James S. Cobbett, Panama City,     8th July 2018

Ed: Despite  much Photoshop tweaking, the contrast and lighting for the photo of the main chamber in Phili’s Cave defeated my intention to use it as
front-cover for this issue. Dig had only natural lighting and a single flash at his disposal.

On Boxing Day 2016, I arrived home to find that an
unexpected parcel had appeared in the box outside our back

door.   My initial thoughts of a late Christmas present proved to
be something even better. Much to my surprise the contents of
the parcel turned out to be the sign from the old Hillgrove Hut,
the Wessex Cave Club headquarters from 1952 until the summer
of 1969 when the club moved to the newly built Upper Pitts.
There was no note with the parcel, but a few days later I received
a phone call from John Boulton of the Devon Spelaeological
Society, explaining that his brother-in law had been to a car boot

sale in Exeter and purchased a lot containing the sign and some
Wessex journals.  The sign was in remarkably good condition
and after a small amount of restoration work it is now back with
the Wessex, on the wall in the lounge, but where it has been for
around 47 years remains a real mystery.

Ali Moody
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Ed: Following on from Mark Burkey’s article in Journal 347, and with thanks to Phil Hendy who obtained the kind
permission  of the National Speleological Society of America, this article about Derek Ford, who is one of our

Vice-Presidents is reproduced from  NSS’ News’ “Luminary Series”. Presentations at the 2018 National Speleological
Society Convention.

Derek  C. Ford  “Caving Where It’s Cold!”
Derek Ford was born in Bath, England in 1935. He is fond of pointing out that many of the Jane Austen movies show
the high-class portion of Bath. But Derek emphasizes that, in contrast, he was from the lower-income, eastern section
of the city. As a schoolboy, Derek examined the 1940s book entitled Let’s Go Climbing by Colin Kirkus. This single
publication launched Ford and his friends on many rock climbing adventures. Before long, these youngsters concluded
that there was also fun to be had in caves. So, employing candles and bicycle headlamps, they explored Goatchurch
Cavern and Sidcot Swallet.

Derek formed a small cave exploring club at his school and had the ambition
to get it affiliated with a well-established caving club in the Mendip Hills.
(Wessex Cave Club – Ed.) Remarkably, by negotiating the cable ladders
common in England during that period, Ford already had done many of the
toughest caves in his geographic area by the time that he was only 16 years of
age. After graduation from high school, and during time off from his mandatory
stint with the Royal Air Force, Derek continued difficult and challenging caving
trips. Progressing to cave mapping, he began to wonder why different cave
passages display the various spatial patterns that characterize them. He won
scholarships to Oxford University and began to take a serious interest in the
geologic history of physical landscapes.

In due course, Derek Ford began Ph.D. thesis work at Oxford under Marjorie
Sweeting. At this point in time, Marjorie was just beginning to establish her
own career in the karst sciences, and Derek was her very first Ph.D. student.
As such, he decided to concentrate on the caves of the central Mendip Hills -
some of the same caves that he became familiar with as a youthful explorer. He completed his thesis work and defended
it in June of 1963.

After a short period of teaching in Los Angeles, in the spring of 1964 Dr. Ford was offered a position at McMaster
University in Hamilton, Ontario. He quickly recognized that there was an absence of cave-related research going on in
Canada and, to top it all off, Hamilton seemed quite a distance removed from cave country. So, Derek decided to remedy
this deficiency and start a Karst Research Group in the Department of Geography at McMaster University.

At the time, there were three competing theories describing the presumed speleogenesis of classical types of limestone
caves. Namely, were they formed in the vadose zone, were they formed in the phreatic zone, or were they formed
proximate to the water table? After much work and thought, Ford and his scholars would go on to conclude that, under
specific circumstances, each of the three mechanisms is descriptive. And, he was eager to develop a single unifying
theory linking together what were originally believed to be disparate and mutually exclusive mechanisms. In the course
of doing so, Dr. Ford realized that he needed to expand his own base of expertise from simply cave science into the
complementary realms of karst and surface morphologies.

During his career at McMaster University, Dr. Ford supervised a large number of graduate students. Many of these
students were also expert cavers in their own right, some became NSS members, and quite a few have gone on to
distinguished careers in cave exploration and karst science. For instance, one of these people—Ford’s first Ph.D.
student—is a man named Mike Goodchild. Even before Derek got hold of him, Mike was a great caver and a classical
physicist. As such, he was able to add a highly quantitative and analytical flavor to the earth science research initiatives
at McMaster.



Derek admits - as is not unusual for scientists of his era - that he is not a big computer person. Instead, Derek prefers
what he refers to as “hardware modeling.” As only one example, Mike Goodchild’s Ph.D. project under Derek Ford
involved taking the power unit of an ordinary washing machine, hooking it up to blast water over Plaster of Paris slabs
and, thereby, physically mimic the formation of cave scallops. Similarly, when studying under Dr. Ford, Ralph Ewers
used physical hardware models to mechanically force water through several matrices that, initially, were nearly solid.
In this manner, the complex relationship between water flow patterns and conduit propagation was elucidated.

Fortunately, during all of this research, the “cave bug” still burned brightly in Derek Ford. He and his teammates
opened up nearly all of the major cave regions of Canada. They set records for length and for depth in Canadian caves.
And, as part of the magic, Ford and company did most of the pioneering work in Castleguard Cave - an extremely
significant cavern located under the Columbia Icefield in Banff National Park. Now the subject of books and movies,
Castleguard surely must rank as one of the outstanding caves on the planet.

During his long and distinguished career, Derek Ford authored and co-authored many books and professional
publications; discovered, surveyed, studied, and explored fabulous caves around the world; and established professional
and personal relationships with an expanding cadre of karst scientists. He is knowledgeable, and his presentations
provide insightful, comical, fun, and informative times for his enthralled audiences.

tEMPlEton UPdatE
I last wrote about the Templeton dig in August 2016, and quite a lot has happened since.  The story so far... A narrow
crack, which took water, was blasted at the south end of the bottom, at the 166ft level, and this opened out into the
roomy decorated South Pot.  In the meantime, the floor at the north side of this level was excavated, (North Pot) and
proved to go vertically down through mud and boulders – but mainly mud. This shaft flooded, but since opening up
South Pot, water could be pumped here, avoiding the need to take it to the surface.  The water which fell into South
Pot vanished into a small crack in the floor, which was enlarged with the aid of Hilti caps, until a booming echo could
be heard, with the sound of water dripping into a pool. This tortuous passage was named Carpet Crawl, after the use
of matting to make lying on sharp rock fragments more bearable.  Eventually the head of a 13m pot was reached and
descended on 20th February 2012.  Echo Pot, as it was named, did not live up to its promise – there was no pool at the
bottom, a pile of bang debris instead, and the shaft, although impressive, belied the tantalising echo heard earlier.
There was however a small passage, which dropped in stages until it became too tight.  Later in 2012 one of the diggers
fell down Echo Pot suffering severe injuries, which necessitated a long and complicated rescue. Visits to the bottom
of the Pot ceased, while there was a major rethink.
Now read on... Following an assessment of the practicalities of dragging trays along Carpet Crawl it was decided to
continue the South Pot ladder, which doubled as a skip run, down to Carpet Crawl, to facilitate the removal of spoil
from Echo Pot. This plan was not universally popular and caused the resignation of one of our best and keenest diggers
– our loss, but another dig’s gain.  In the months following, Graham Price with assistance from Dave Turner, blasted
a shaft through solid rock following the line of the South Pot ladder. Fortunately, the survey of Carpet Crawl in relation
to South Pot was spot on and the tunnel intercepted the Crawl a few metres away from the top of Echo Pot. Following
completion of the tunnel, the floor of Carpet Crawl was lowered to make a walking passage to the top of Echo Pot;
and the rather constricted top of the Pot was enlarged for installation of a platform and hoist. The installation work as
usual, was done by Jim Young including fitting of a fixed ladder and a mid-way platform in Echo Pot after the digging
team had transported sections of pre-made ladder to the bottom. Overall, despite other options, this was the best solution
from safety and practical points of view.
The completion of the tunnel meant that work could continue in North Pot. Previously the vertical nature of the Pot
had changed and although the rift followed the same joint, it had reached a ‘floor’ with the ongoing open but narrow
route steadily descending. The rift was enlarged as necessary to make it passable with all the spoil having to be removed
to the surface as was the norm. In March 2016 we had reached a point where the passage again dropped vertically,
and Dave Turner assured everyone he could look down to a ‘lake’. The top of the drop was enlarged, but by the time
the 6m drop was descended the ‘lake’ was simply a floor of bang debris.  A hoist was installed in the roof after room
for it had been made and work started clearing the bottom, and it was found that the ‘lake’ was a static pool from
which the water overflowed through a very narrow slot in the south wall of the pot. To dig the bottom, water was
pumped out and discharged through the slot where it could be heard running away in the distance.
Digging the bottom of the pot there was some debate as to the best option, either carrying on with this or pursuing the
slot above. Notwithstanding that the slot could take the water from the pump, a camera was poked though and after
around 1.5m the passage could be seen to widen. It also seemed to be draughting so once again the ‘lake’ disappeared
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under bang debris as Graham, now our explosives expert, enlarged the crack to allow access to an awkward
free-climbable drop of about 3 metres, with a narrow and choked continuation. This was removed and enlarged, and a
floor was reached with a 7m climb below the slot above.
At the bottom of the climb the space was very restricted, however after slight enlargement and some acrobatics it was
possible to see six possible ways on, hence this point being named ‘Seven Ways’. Seven Ways was enlarged to make
the dig workable and could now almost be considered a chamber. Initially, the possible two ways on the south and one
on the east were opened up but it quickly became obvious that the muddy tunnel on the eastern side was the one to
follow, as it was open and almost passable, even though the water disappeared down the others. We were now working
on the principal of keeping the use of explosives to a minimum, so that the passage became passable but not too large,
nevertheless a large amount of bang debris was still being produced which took a long time to haul up North Pot using
electric builders’ hoists, until it could be placed in the main skip at the 166ft level.
The dig was now around 91 metres deep.  It was thought that Templeton was at last becoming a bit more horizontal,
but it wasn’t far before the eastern passage dropped vertically through a narrow north/south slot. Here the water from
Seven Ways reappeared on the right (south) and water flowed from a small passage on the left (north), which was found
to come from Echo Pot, when the water in the ‘storage basin’ at the 166ft level was pumped down South Pot. The slot
was enlarged just enough to be able to drop through feet first. Although only 2m to a floor,  this has been named The
Waterfall as when water draining down both North Pot and South Pot meets at this point it’s extremely difficult to keep
dry.
Climbing down a couple of short drops and through another blasted slot, the passage, still continuing southwards along
the line of the joint, disappeared into a small almost horizontal tunnel. This was enlarged to make it passable and after
4m it popped out into an open narrow aven. Immediately beyond a narrow but passable continuation at floor level
opened into a chamber 4m long, 2m wide, and 8m high. Unfortunately, the floor is mud, which rapidly becomes
extremely glutinous when disturbed and is at least a metre deep. To get into the chamber it was necessary to lay in the
mud and when you consider that standing in the chamber for long meant it was a problem extracting your feet from the
floor, imagine the difficulty of extracting your whole body from the stuff when trying to get out of the chamber! Perhaps
this is why the chamber was named Weston Beach and was not accessed again until the entrance had been dug out,
although now it’s a rather unpleasant muddy lake for the first person through!
At the far end of the chamber, a small passage continues straight ahead for at least 10 metres – but again, the floor is a
continuation of the Weston Beach mud.  It is possible that if cleared, the passage might be caveable. Currently we are
removing mud from the chamber which is a very unpleasant task and the bags are very mobile; not to mention that it’s
a long and hard slog to get them to the surface!
Meanwhile, back in Echo Pot, Dave Turner, mainly assisted by sons Paul and Tom, along with Chris Smart, have cleared
the debris from the floor, and advanced down the rift. Using his newly-acquired bang licence, Dave removed a
constriction at the head of the final rift in May, and the following week a descent was made.  The eight metre rift
(measured at an angle) drops in a series of steps widening slightly at the bottom to mud and rock floor.  There is no
draught, and no obvious way on.  The ‘rock’ on the drop is a little crumbly and it can be free climbed with care, but
fixed ladders are being installed to make further digging easier. Installation of a hoist is the likely next step as some
form of hauling device is needed so the floor can be dug out, which is the only way on.
Both Pots, North and South, are trending south, and it is thought that they may be close together, even possibly being
the same fault-controlled passage. There is currently no aural connection, although drilling in Echo Pot can be faintly
heard at the bottom of the North. North Pot is estimated to be around 100m deep, while the current bottom at the south
end is approximately 91m.  Both are heading in the direction of Wookey Hole, so we may find the back door yet! Apart
from the logistical problem of hauling spoil all the way to the surface, we are currently experiencing CO2 levels of up
to 3% at the bottom of North Pot.  This was making it practically impossible to dig so a 100mm pipe has been installed
all the way to the bottom, and a fan on the surface blows fresh air to the dig face with a corresponding reduction in the
CO2 to around 0.5% at the bottom. This makes digging feasible, which it was not until the pipe was installed. Whilst
reasonably high levels of CO2 have also been recorded at the bottom of South Pot it has not yet caused a major problem
here as it is relatively easy to get out, whereas it is a different matter getting out from the bottom of North Pot which is
much more strenuous.
Other regulars additional to those mentioned above include John Hill, Eric Dunford (CCTV and communications), Neil
Reaich (who will return when his replacement hip has healed), Lee Angell, Paul Hodgson, and Phil Hendy (surface
winchman).

Phil Hendy and Graham Price
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the WCC are planning two weeks of caving, walking and cycling in Cantabria!  Below is a taster of this year’s trip
at Easter.

As we sat in Bar Tomas awaiting the bill for the previous 10 days drinking, eating and accommodation, we were kindly
offered coffee and of course accepted. The bill was laid in front of us then croissants arrived with more coffee. The
bill was perused and we noticed we were charged for the coffee and croissants! Well it did not matter as we were two
and the bill was shared between seven - result.
We were seven in total. Five of us had arrived via the Bristol to Bilbao flight ten days before.  Darren and Wayne
decided to drive to Spain to avoid any incidents at the airport, as the previous year Darren has suffered queue rage. We
all met up at Casa Tomas for beer and sent 'master chef' Aiden off to cook while we drank more beer.
We were staying in two gites in Orgarrio, which are run by ‘CasaTomas’. Orgarrio is about five miles west of Ramales
de la Victoria in the Cantabria region of Spain (which takes about an hour from Bilbao airport).
We had been the previous Easter when we completed several through trips. This year the main task was to complete
the Gandara through trip. A plan was hatched to rig Gandara the next day, which has a 35m pitch (P35) of the Angel.
This has to be pre-rigged for the through trip to allow you exit the cave. It was also recommended to put an extra rope
on the P50 which is permanently rigged (how I wish we never did this!).
Myself, Aiden, Wayne, Mac and Pete soon found ourselves at the pitch of the Angel, which is a couple of hours from
the bottom entrance (Gandara). It is easy caving, the only obstacle being a small traverse near the entrance and some
ongoing crawling. There was a rope already on the pitch but we double rigged as another group was in the system
doing a different through trip.

The great chamber of the Salle du Angel is soon reached
after the P35 and it is huge (Gert huge). It is hard to see
one side to the other with a large waterfall coming in from
the roof. At the bottom of the Salle du Angel is a small
platform and the roof is covered in bunches of helicities
all blown in one direction by the force of the waterfall.

The next section of cave is a large phreatic passage strewn
with boulders the size of cars littering the passage floor.
After about an hour a small window on the right leads us
to Vivac 1 (camp 1) after a few hundred metres. There
are several tents in place as the camp is used often for
exploration of the system.
After camp the way on is a little more complex through
smaller passages but well-marked and rigged for
progression. The cave is marked in both directions with a C for CALIGRAFOS (the top entrance) and G for GANDARA
(the bottom entrance), depending on which way you are going. You finally arrive at a P15 (rigged) which is easily
missed going from Gandara, this section is highly decorated.

The next few hours were spent boulder hopping; up and down small pitches and a few traverses before you arrive at
the top of the P50. The pitch was rigged but we decided to rig it anyway, to save time on the through trip as we could
have two people climbing at once. Hindsight is a wonderful thing, only if I knew! Anyway we rigged the pitch and
headed for sunshine. Well it was dark when we got out at midnight, a 12 hour trip but masterchef Helmore was on
pizza duty with beer. He and Darren spent the day doing some recce work, followed by shopping and people watching!
It’s at this stage I should mention that Gandara is a 12 to 20 hour through trip depending on numbers and how well
you know the cave. The cave is mostly dry and hot, very hot, I think we all spent 12 hours sweating a lot (different
over suit needed). The two entrances are about an hour’s drive apart. Gandara is at the top of the Ason gorge. Going
towards the small town of La Gandara you take the road towards the Port of Sia. The entrance is about 150 meters up
the hill on the right. The top entrance of Gandara is known as Caligrafos and is situated outside of the village of Las
Machorras towards the Puerada de Lunada.

Cantabria hErE wE CoME..!
What are you doing next year ????
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We decided to rest for a few days before the Gandara through trip and do a small through trip into Cueva Narizón -
Torca Palomas. This is situated near an industrial estate towards Bilbao. Both entrance and exit are very close and
straightforward to find, a P30 needs to be rigged on
Palomas for the exit. The through trip is a little like Mendip
caving but mostly stood up, so not like Mendip at all!
There are several small pitches, the deepest being a P35
but this is broken up into smaller pitches. The cave, which
was forgotten about for several  decades by the local cavers,
has now been totally re-rigged for the through trip and
when we did it all the ropes were in place. Once you are
down the P35 the cave is a photographers dream with
straws and helicities in abundance and, best of all, no tape.
How long it will remain like this, time will tell. The whole
trip took about 3 to 4 hours mostly because Mak had his
suitcase of camera gear with him.
Now someone had the bright idea of checking the top
entrance of Caligrafos to make sure the entrance was not
snow plugged (do this before you take the 50m rope into

Gandara - hmmm). When we drove up from Gandara exit
and over the Col we were greeted by snow - lots of snow. As
we made our way down the valley and towards Caligrafos
entrance the snow banks on the side of the road were now

above the car.
Suddenly the
t a r m a c
stopped and
snow, about
5ft high, carried on where the road used to be. Hmmm, well that was
the through trip over for this year.

Now to do any of the other through trips required retrieving the ropes
we had left in Gandara a few days earlier. So off we went again me,
Wayne, Pete and Aiden, whilst Mak and Mark were going to take some
photos in Salle du Angel and beyond. We soon found ourselves at the
50m rope and, once retrieved, set off back. (I don’t think we'll take a
50m rope in again as the rope in situ looked good enough). The return
journey was not eventful, we even bumped into some Spanish cavers
re-rigging some of the pitches. We eventually exited the cave some 11
hours later; I had been abused by the cave as I was sore all over from
the sweat rubbing against my skin, which had taken off several layers.
Yes the rumours were true - I had been ‘broken’!
The rest of the holiday was spent walking and caving.  Cuevamur is
another well decorated cave with a large opening porch (see overleaf).
This soon closes down to a small crawl leading to a series of small
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climbs before entering the Great Sima chamber. The
system is a round trip but we did not bring a rope
for the abseil so some of us did a three quarter return
trip. From the Great Sima the passages are highly
decorated throughout - another one for the
photographers.

Another caving plan was hatched to locate Tibia and do the
Tibia-Fresca through trip. The description says a 1 hour 45 min
walk in, if you know where it is. It took us over 3 hours to locate
Tibia which is located on the side of hill overlooking the Ason
gorge. I think we looked almost everywhere for it and we had the
description (don't rely on google translate)!

It was felt that no one really wanted to do the trough trip so a

trip in Fresca to route find for next year’s trip was
taken. Fresca is a big open cave almost all waking
with several traverses one called the ‘Spiders web’
before you get to a large chamber where Tibia
enters from below (yes below, and at some point
it must go up, but we did not get that far). A really
good couple of hours spent underground.
Then it was time for beer and medals and for chef
Aiden to prepare a last supper for his disciples!

Bean

All Photos either Mak or Bean
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Hut Working Weekend June 2018.
Thank you to all the workers who helped the extended working weekend to be successful. We completed all the main
objectives and  more.
The weekend started early and work continued for a fortnight  - some “Weekend”!
Thank you to Les, Frank and Paul who took time off to complete the sewerage system.
Thank you to Helga, Ali, Kushy, Frank, Paul, Les, Noel, Tony, Tommo, Atti, Carmen, Ilde, Paula, Barry, Marion,
Geoff, Brian and Aubrey. Sorry if I have missed any one out.
Thank you to Jonathon for cooking the Barbecue and Marion and Brenda for the Cakes.
We competed the septic tank improvements, roofed the washdown area and made space for storage behind, replaced
all toilet flushes and cured the leak on the kitchen hot water heater, painted the kitchen ceiling and cleaned all surfaces
and kit in the kitchen, altered the ladies toilet access so it is easier to enter without falling down the loo, cleaned and
painted some of the radiators, started painting the picnic tables,  removed all the mould in the common room, cleared
the storage shed of all unnecessary equipment. (there was loads of stuff that might come in useful but had been there
for years without being used).
We also located about 20 part used bags of sand in the shed.  They are now all stacked together. (diggers please help
yourself).

This was a lot of work completed and thank you to all involved.      Colin

We welcome the following new members
Abigail Adam
George Blackbourn
Nicholas Chipchase
Courtenay James

Michelle Maynard
Shane Rice
and   Chris Binding (Rejoining)

a datE for yoUr diariEs

Connor Roe will be giving a lecture/presentation in the “Wilderness” series of occasional events, on 12th.
December in the University of Bristol Chemistry Theatre. It’s scheduled for 1930. He’ll be giving, in effect,
the continuation or follow-up from Chris Jewell’s similar presentation from 18 months ago on the exploration

of Sistema Huautla, but this time describing their attempts to forge a connection upstream through the sumps of Cueva
de la Colorada. You can book tickets in advance (£9.50) through: http://www.wildernesslectures.com/  Or pay £10
at the door. The theatre was virtually full for Chris Jewell, so it’s well worthwhile booking in advance.

Ed:   This account was sent to me because Izzy didn’t have time to write it up in the Log-Book on the day. Although
I am still way adrift on publishing the Log-Book accounts (my apologies to my successor...) many Log-Book

entries are dry and basic. While they are a valuable record, an account such as this reminds us that we cave for fun
and excitement.

Swildons 2 Saturday 23rd. July.
We set off with Izzy, Simon and Clair and dropped into Swildons. We got to the 20 and there was a ladder already
set up. The only thing that wasn’t quite right was the knots the previous group (Americans) had tied. ‘They were just
twisted, but they seemed strong so we stuck with it. Clair went down first then I went down second. I don’t like the
water falling on me when I am on the ladder. Then it’s Simon’s turn, he had a bit of trouble trying to figure out how
to belay from the bottom, but he finally works it out and then he proceeds to descend. We carried on to Sump 1and I
had help from my Dad, Simon, to get down the waterfalls and into the water. I find it too hard to go round the edge.
We get to the sump and Simon goes through first, then me, then Clair. The water was extremely low, you could see
through it and talk through it. It wasn’t as cold as I thought it would be warmer with a wet-suit, but it wasn’t. We
carried on crawling to the second sump, where Simon left two out of his three cylinders. The  third one leaked and
blew its plastic dust cap so he left it at the bottom of the twenty. When we got to the second sump we turned round
and went back. We picked up the leaked cylinder. When we got to the twenty our gear was rigged so we went up and
packed it all away. We went back and got changed and had a lovely long hot shower at the club.

By Isabella Perkins (Izzy). 64
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thE hUt working “wEEkEnd”

Izzy’s  Swildons 2 Trip    Photos:  Simon
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ExtraCts froM thE UPPEr Pitts  log-book

Monday January 1 2018 OFD Mike K, Les and Chris Williams, Robin
Organised trip to the Columns, had a look at downstream and the
short round trip near there.  Then to Arete Chamber, and down
Salubrious to look at the Trident and the Judge. Went to listen to
the torrent from the lower stream (wouldn’t like to be caught in that
!!). Up the big boulder slope to Gnome Passage and then out.  4 ½
hrs. Mike
Thursday January 4 2018 Sludge Pit Mike K, Ali Moody
10 holes banged. Mike

Friday January 5 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Mike K
Big clearing session from the dig face to 7 Ways.  3 ½ hrs. Geoff

Saturday January 6 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, Ali Moody, Lee
Venning, Mike K, John Cooper.
Cleared bottom to intermediate pot, gained another metre in depth.
Banged the next constriction.  Ali

Sunday January 7 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton
Tidying up a few loose ends in the new survey. Geoff

Sunday January 7 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Roz Simmonds
Went and made a start on emptying the Mud Sump.  Completely filled
the Mole’s Dig in just over half-an-hour.  Several more sessions
required. 2 hrs. John

Monday January 8 2018 Spider Hole James Collings, NikNak, John
Cooper, Ade VdeP
While Adrian cemented the top wall, the rest hauled spoil up 4 Tonne
Shaft, NikNak throwing the rocks along into the pit. We continued
until the bottom of the shaft was clear (42 loads). Then James went
to look at the very bottom while the rest of us cleared the pit.  2 1/4
hrs. John

Wednesday January 10 2018 GB Terry Waller, Derek Sanderson
Pleasant womble to the bottom of Bertie’s Pot. Back out via long
traverse alongside the Main Chamber. 1hr 15.  Terry

Wednesday January 10 2018 Brimble Pit John Cooper, Ali Moody
Cementing session, and the retaining wall at the bottom of the first
walled pot is now ready to take spoil.  1 3/4 hrs. Ali

Friday January 12 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Wayne Starsmore
Cleared all spoil back to the middle chamber.  Geoff

Saturday January 13 2018 Brimble Pit John Cooper, Geoff Newton,
Mike K, Chris Bonner, Ali Moody, Pete Buckley
Cleared intermediate pot to new mega-structure (after first opening
the by-pass floor to allow it to take spoil).  Shifted lots of boulders
and the debris from the bottom. Made about 1.5 metres gain, but need
to open up the squeeze. We can see for miles, wide open passage,
which is almost vertical. The stone we dropped to guage the depth is
still falling......... at least I didn’t hear it land.  Cold and wet, but I
didn’t moan. Drilled and banged to open the squeeze. More of the
same next week. Mike failed to surf  the by-pass floor -  as it collapsed
beneath him. Luckily this is what we wanted to happen, but it did
wake him up.  Pete

Sunday January 14 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Roz Simmonds

Bailing the Mud Sump. It had been bailed yesterday (?) to give
minimal airspace. We removed 66 loads to give a good airspace. 2
hrs. John

Tuesday January 16 2018 Sludge Pit Terry Waller, Derek Sanderson
Spent a pleasant 1 hr 25 photographing the many splendours of this
great value cave! Terry

Monday January 15 2018 Spider Hole James Collings, John Cooper,
Will Reed, NikNak
A wet session tidying up the bottom, ready for the next bang. 2 hrs.
John

Thursday January 18 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, Wayne
Starsmore, Ade VdeP
Drilling holes and creating spoil ready for next week. 2hrs. John

Friday January 19 2018 GB Jonathan Williams, Phil Short, Gemma
Smith
Down to the base of Ladder Dig via Bridge and White Way. Back
up waterfall under bridge and out. Jonathan

Saturday January 20 2018 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, John Cooper,
Mike K, Geoff Newton, Lee Venning, Wayne Starsmore.
Digging trip. Moved some spoil and made some more. Interesting
dark void ahead. It’s a bit tight down at the bottom! Wayne

Saturday January 20 2018 Eastwater Ian Parkin, Matt Budgen,
Antonio Emmandoulis,  Miyanna Yoshino
Stream was running so entrance and exit wet. Easy trip in via rift.
Matt eventually found the climb up into Unlucky Strike Chamber
and I went up first, finding it hard to believe it was actually the way.
Used the Fire Escape to avoid the rift on the way out. Miyanna got
stuck briefly, but soon freed herself with a bit of encouragement and
some gear rearrangement. Ian

Thursday January 25 2018  to Sunday January 28 2018 Rich, Rogier,
Viola.
Nice caving in Swildons Upper series and towards Sump 1. Thanks
to Vern and Christine for taking us into Shatter Cave, and the nice
pictures.

Friday January 26 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, Will Reed,
NikNak, Ade VdeP
No fumes from last Thursday, but very wet! 42 loads hauled up from
the bottom shaft. More spoil still. 2 1/4 hrs. John

Saturday January 27 2018 LVS Mike K, Ali Moody, John Gisborne,
John Cooper, Geoff Newton, Pete Buckley
Cleared into pot and then into dig face. Lovely clean-washed red,
red, rift - very pretty.  Cleared last week’s debris and filled the inter
pot. Onwards looks fantastic. Wide open, easy working, can see
many, many, many metres ahead (including a 5 metre pitch). Created
more debris before getting lost in the fog. 2hrs. Pete

Sunday January 28 2018 Swildons Tom Clements, John Cooper,
John Gisborne, James Horton, Emma Needham, Callum Simmonds
and Roz Simmonds.
A nice wet trip to Sump 2. As it was Emma’s first caving trip, it was
also a slow one.  2 3/4 hrs. John C
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Monday January 29 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, NikNak, Will
Reed
Still very drippy. 42 loads hauled up the bottom shaft. which is
now pretty well clear. NikNak reckons there was a nice draught
coming through the hole in then wall on the right-hand at head
height. Couldn’t get a good look through the hole on the right at
floor level. Floor muddy. 2 ½ hrs. John

Tuesday January 30 2018 Hunters Hole Derek Sanderson, Terry
Waller
SRT trip down Sago Pot. Smooth trip.  1 hr 40. Terry

Saturday February 3 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, John
Gisborne, John Cooper, Mike K,
Ali Moody, Geoff Newton, Wayne Starsmore, Lee Venning
Usual Session. Cleared the Intermediate Pot and then the bottom
one.  We now have a much better view of the next drop,5 metres
deep and Lobster Pot shaped... constricted top. Would have been
possible to descend it today, but would have been a pig to get back
out. Top of pot enlarged before leaving. Nice cool outward draught
in the cave. Quote of the day from pencil slim Geoff: “It’s snug
here” about the dig face.  Ali

Sunday February 4 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell
Went and spent 3/4 hr bailing the Mud Sump.Still no airspace,
even though about 50 loads were  removed by another party
yesterday.  2 hrs. John

Monday February 5 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, Will Reed,
Ade VdeP
With only 3 tonight Adrian and Will took the can of smoke to the
bottom whilst John built up the wall in Four Tonne Shaft. Adrian
and Will made a start enlarging the hole that the draught was
coming from.  2 hrs.  John

Tuesday February 6 2018 Sludge Pit Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson
A pleasant 1 1/4 hrs exploring most of the side passages. Warm
work on a cold day. Terry

Friday February 9 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton
Hammering away at the Back Passage dig.  Very slow progress.
Geoff

Saturday February 10 2018 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, Pete Buckley,
John Cooper, Geoff Newton,
Mike K, Atti Jager, Csilla Korngei, Norbert Hajduk
Cleared Intermediate in record time. Dropped down to the dig face.
Last week’s bang had done the required, and destroyed the
restriction and opened up access to the pot. Cleared back to
Intermediate and finally dropped down the pot and cleared there.
Bottom of Pot gives access to a 4 metre snaggy rift. Good day
today.... made 8 metres of cave.... WooooHooo. Next week break
off the snaggy bits and get ready for the next big breakthrough!
Considering size of the team, it’s  not too bad.  Pete

Saturday February 10 2018 “2nd Saturday Trip” Eastwater   Rich
Carey led Pete Hellier, Liam & Damon Fentham, Mark Edwards,
Dave T, Noel Cleave.
13 Pots round trip, in via Twin Verticals, out Dolphin. Noel’s first
visit for 35 years. Dry entrance and down through the boulder
choke and via Woggle Press into Boulder Chamber. Down the
Canyon and rigged ladders for Twin Verticals. Down the Oxbows
and up the 13 Pots. Ran into the Dolphin team inbound just below
Ifould Series. Up Dolphin pitch and pot, derigged and up Canyon
to Baker’s Chimney by-pass. Successfully across the Upper
Traverse to discover a stream.... big wet kiss on the way out! Rich

Saturday February 10 2018 “2nd Saturday Trip” Eastwater Wayne
Starsmsore led Aaron Varley,  Duncan, Clive Westlake, Kim.  Entrance
dry, but wet on the way out. Aaron and Kim’s first look at Eastwater.
Down Dolphin, up Twin Verticals and Woggle Press.  Aaron

Saturday February 10 2018 “2nd Saturday Trip” Eastwater
A viewpoint.  I did a lot of Eastwater to the bottom, some 60 years ago,
then a single trip 35 years ago (Dolphin with my Son, aged 14).  No
idea why I haven’t done it since. I deliberately chose down the Twins....
a good bit of remembered wisdom. Bits of the cave came back, other
seemed totally new to me: starting with the entrance boulder choke and
the Woggle Press. The Twins themselves were as remembered and
everything below them. Memory had evaporated from the “Bold Step”
until past the original “1st. Bold Step” (from the bottom of Dolphin
pitch, all now buried under the rock fall). On one of the 13 Pots and
then going out at the Baker’s Chimney by-pass I had a real moment
and was more than grateful for a major shove under my heels from
Liam! Pride took a long holiday as a dud shoulder became increasingly
useless. Coming out was  enjoyably and unexpectedly wet. Thanks to
everyone who pushed, pulled, helped and generally put up with me.
Eastwater takes no prisoners!  Noel

Saturday February 10 2018 GB Phil Short, Gemma Smith, Simon
Richardson.
Main route in, across the bridge, up White Passage, down Oxbows to
rejoin stream. Rigged Ladder Dig and passed the duck (small amount
of bailing required). Climbed up into Great Chamber and start of Bat
Passage, then out up the waterfall and exit by the main route. Phil

Sunday February 11 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Callum Simmonds,
Roz Simmonds,Barry Weaver
More bailing of the Mud Sump. 150 loads removed but still not
achieved an air-sapce. Next time perhaps? 2 1/4 hrs. Johnb

Monday February 12 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, NikNak, Ade
VdeP
Too few for hauling, so did a cement mix which was taken to the
bottom. Half used in North wall and half used in South wall. 2 hrs.
John

Tuesday February 13 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, Ali Moody
Trip to collect detailed info for MU, also spent about 1 ½ hrs widening
the new passage at the bottom with a hammer and a chisel. This is now
much easier. Ali

Wednesday February 14 2018 Swildons Pete Hellier
Solo trip with my mates (???) To Sump 1. Good stream without being
too exciting. 1 hr. Pete

Saturday February 17 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, Ali Moody,
Geoff Newton, John Cooper
Rocks from bottom moved, in two stages, to Intermediate Pot. 4 holes
10mm X 300mm drilled at end and more spoil created. 3 hrs. John

Sunday February 18 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell,
Barry Weaver
Went and spent 30 minutes bailing the Mud Sump. Mole Dig
completely full so Barry built up the top dam and Lee and I bailed the
Mud Sump. 2 hrs. John

Monday February 19 2018 Brimble Pit John Cooper, NikNak, Ade &
Jude VdeP, Tony Seddon
Took in a bag of sand. With 5 of us we were able to haul 42 loads up
Four Tonne Shaft. Still another couple of sessions required before all
the spoil is cleared.  2 1/4 hrs. John

Wednesday February 21 2018 LVS John Cooper, Ali Moody
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Spent about 1 ½ hrs clearing flood debris away from the entrance and
winch area. Quick visit from Chris Billinghurst. Then inspection of the
cave. A very large amount of debris has been deposited at the end of
Tennis Ball Rift  - no sign of the final 1.5 metre step down - level floor
from the bottom of the entrance rift.  Also checked out the end of
Triassic Tunnel and the bottom of PSS Rift.  It would appear that the
water filled up Main Rift and Tennis Ball Rift, then overflowed into
Triassic Tunnel, filling up PSS Rift before continuing to the end of
Triassic Tunnel. Two planks had been washed out of the bridge (top
edge) and were found with 3 uncut ones at the end of Triassic Tunnel.
John

Saturday February 24 2018 Brought Journals etc. out for distribution. Too
broken (left shoulder) to cave. Good to see Rich Marlow and Darren
Chapman (also with a broken shoulder!) Again. Darren’s shoulder was
from falling off a push-bike. Mine was from caving in Eastwater, definitely
a better class of bustification! Photocopied the log book up to date.  Noel

Saturday February 24 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, Ali Moody, Geoff
Newton, Mike K, John Cooper, Lee Venning
Warmer in cave than outside. Cleared Intermediate Pot and then cleared
to dig face (to the bottom of the new pot). Dig Face was Ali sized, even
after the bang. Gradually made larger, then drill and bang.  Yet again the
whole cave shook when it went off. The way on looks......er..... tell you
next week. It’s a long and very steep way out! Pete

Saturday February 24 2018 Swildons Aaron, Izzy, Jamie, Jacob, Liam,
Jim, Paul, Simon, Damon, Bean, Wayne.
Lost Jamie, Jim and Paul at the Twenty, to go home and practice ladder.
I did some lifelining at the Twenty, in a harness loop. I fell in the Double
Pots. Break at Sump 1, debating to go through. Simon got really close.
Followed stream under the rocks upstream from Sump 1..... WET!! Slow
on the way out, due to cold. Up the Water Rift Izzy struggled a bit. Double
Pots up, first one easy except Izzy and I fell in second trying to climb up
waterfall. Aaron got up the 8 ft drop without help. Up Short Dry Way.
Izzy and Simon out normal entrance, Wayne and Aaron out under the tree!
Aaron

Saturday February 24 2018 Swildons  Aaron, Izzy, Jamie, Jacob, Liam,
Jim, Paul, Simon, Damon, Bean, Wayne.
I was surprised how wet it was and I didn’t like the drop near the start.
We went down the Twenty and I was very shocked when the water started
to pour over me. Aaron’s little brother didn’t want to go down the Twenty,
so he went back with 3 others. I got scared on every small waterfall climb
and fell in a couple of times.  Got to the Sump 1, wanted to go through.
Simon went to, but said it was too cold and I wouldn’t like it. Went back
and got stuck at every waterfall. Wayne free-climbed the Twenty. I went
up the ladder and got drenched.  Got to the last climb and got stuck;p  had
to go a different way - Simon had to lift me. Got out the regular way but
Aaron and Wayne went out through the tree. I was freezing and couldn’t
feel my fingers. Izzy

Sunday February 25 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell, Barry
Weaver
Bailing the Mud Sump yet again. Left about 1 cm of water for people to
mop up with their furry suits.  There was a good inwards draught today.
Whoever rigged the Twenty yesterday used a 7.5m ladder (3mm wire)
instead of the correct 6m (4mm wire) one. 2 hrs. John

Monday March 12 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, Will Reed, Ade VdeP
With only 3 tonight, insufficient to haul up 4 Tonne Shaft. Mix of cement
used at very bottom, half in North and half in South walls. Very Drippy!
2 hrs John

Thursday March 8 2018 Spider Hole Nick Butler, John Cooper, Tony
Seddon, Wayne Starsmore, Ade VdeP
Just enough of us tonight. Got 42 loads up Four Tonne Shaft. 2 ½ hrs.
John

Saturday March 10 2018 Swildons Pete Hall
Free dive trip to Sump 5 (which was sumped). Sump 3 got
interesting when I bumped my head and my helmet fell off. In
my haste to grab the only thing I could see - my light - I managed
to switch it off, so had to finish the dive in pitch dark with one
hand on the helmet and the other on the rope!! 1hr 40.  Pete

Saturday March 10 2018 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, Nick Butler,
Pete Buckley, Geoff Newton, John Cooper
Arrived at the entrance to find no cave - the entrance depression
was fairly full of snow. Spent 45  minutes digging vertically
down 2 metres to find the entrance gate. Much snow down the
entrance shaft with all the footholds covered in snow.  Some of
the debris from the previous charge cleared back from the
work-face at the bottom before drilling and banging. An
interesting trip !! Ali

Saturday March 10 2018 “2nd Saturday” Trip: Swildons Wayne
Starsmore, Duncan Simey, Mark Edwards, Nigel Jackson,
Damian Fentham
Vicarage Pot. Great little trip to a seldom visited part of
Swildons.  The tube before the final climb down to the Vicarage
is a bit of a bugger - much swearing and cursing all round
(although Damian made it look much easier than everyone else!).
Easy trip back except that someone had removed our ladder from
the Twenty.  Fortunately met another party who had rigged it
and were surprised to see us. Wayne

Saturday March 10 2018 Sidcot Swallet Tim Kant, Paul
Fretwell, Adam Fretwell (age 7).
Trip to the ducks in Sidcot. Some small passages that only a 7
year-old could fit through, possibly only Adam or a handful of
small cavers have ever passed?  Back up through Lobster Pot,
not a challenge to the adults, and all back at Upper Pitts in time
for tea. Alan actually did 5 caves today: Pierres, Sidcot,
Goatchurch, Rods and Bath. Tim

Saturday March 10 2018  West Sussex Scout Leaders
Training Weekend.
Footleg, Natalie (10) and  Adam Footleg, (aka Fretwell ! 7  ).
Paul Wilman, Tim & Dan Kent, Sam  Drake, Peter Shepherd,
Chris Williams, Megan Longdon, Josh Benton.
5 caves in one day.  The aim was familiarisation of the routes
and the rigging required to protect novice climbers.  So I brought
my kids along as test subjects. Starting with the upper levels in
Pierre’s Pot we tried ways to put a ladder on the entrance climb.
Lined the kids and some adults down a steep rift slot, and took
a few photos. The group split. With most going to Goatchurch,
while I, Tim and Adam did Sidcot. My own, and Adam’s first
trip into the swallet and I thought that it was a great cave. Lots
of great fossils everywhere. We went all the way down to the
ducks. Glad of a rope to get back out of the Lobster Pot! We
caught up the rest of the group in Goatchurch where Adam was
lowered down the Coal Shute without any fuss and met the
others in Boulder Chamber. Out via the Tradesman’s Entrance
where we practised assisted line for the kids. Next walked across
to Read’s Cavern, where, despite insisting he had done enough
caving, Adam couldn’t resist the lure of the entrance and then
proceeded to drag me as far into the lower passages as I deemed
sensible for a 7 year-old. Finally Rod’s Pot where Adam
couldn’t resist (again!) and came with me as far as the chamber
where the connection with Bath Swallet comes in. I went down
to revisit the Bear Pit which I last visited 30 years ago as part of
my first ever day’s caving. Adam was pretty exhausted and
needed lots of encouragement on the way out. A full day at
Burrington and lots learned. Footleg.

Sunday March 11 2018 Swildons Paula, Wayne, Jude, Darren



My first trip with the Wessex Cave Club and what excellent fun!!
Went down with Wayne, Jude and Darren, some very friendly
people. After trooping across the fields in glorious sunlight, we
descended into the rushing water of Swildons Hole. Enough water
for it to be exciting, but not so  much that it’s scary. Down the
ZigZags to the 8 foot waterfall via the Long Dry Route. Went
and peered over the large waterfall. Marvelled at the noise of the
falling water. You simply can’t beat the feel and the wonder and
the view. Incredible! Then it was time to start the ascent back to
the light. I will not mention slipping down the 8 foot waterfall
and being caught by Wayne at the bottom (Thanks Wayne!). I
won’t wonder  that. And I say I slipped down all of about a foot!
Looked to me more like 30 feet!!! Great day, hope it’s the
beginning of a fabulous journey underground. Paula

Sunday March 11 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Barry Weaver
Went to check out a report of the Mud Sump being full yet again,
third time this winter. It was true! Water had flowed out of the
Mole’s Dig and overflowed the dam into the Mud Sump. We
bailed the top dam into the Muddy Oxbows for about 20 minutes.
Thought it was going down very slowly and then realised that it
was filling up again from the Mole’s Dig pool. Left with 2cm  of
freeboard in the bottom dam. 2 hrs. John

Saturday March 17 2018 Swildons Max Fisher, Pete Hall
Free dived to Sump 5, to find it impossible without diving kit.
Spent some time looking at all the side passages in Swildons 4
instead, of which there are many. Then returned through 2 and 3
and had a look around the Old Approach Series and Abandon
Hope before exiting. 4 hrs. Pete

Saturday March 17 2018 Bimbling   Ali Moody, John Gisborne,
Geoff Newton, Lee Venning.
A bracing bimble in the snow showers around a variety of surface
sites, including Sand Pit, Vurley, Middle Down, Drove Swallet,
plus a quick trip down Totty Pot. Also an inspection of Blackbird
Fissure.  Ali

Friday March 23 2018 LVS John Gisborne, John Cooper, Geoff
Newton, Wayne Starsmore
Trip to add four mixes of cement to the entrance boulder choke
and a general post-melt inspection. 2 hrs. John G

Saturday March 24 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, John Cooper,
Mike K, Geoff Newton, Barry Weaver.
Moved spoil back from the face to the Intermediate Pot. Still
more to move. 1 3/4 hrs. John

Saturday March 24 2018 Swildons Wayne, Andrea, Rich, Jude,
Michelle Crossman
Thanks Wayne, Andrea, Rich, Jude for a great outing today. First
trip in over 10 years and absolutely loved it. Good variety of
squeezing through tight spaces, lots of water, climbing and  drops
and the ZigZags. Next time, ladders! Thank you all for making
me feel so welcome and looked after. Michelle

Sunday March 25 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Roz Simmonds
Went and bailed the Mud Sump until Mole’s Dig was flowing
back into it. 1 3/4 hrs. John

Sunday March 25 2018 Swildons Aaron & Jamie Varley, Jim
Burridge, Simon Perkins
Down to the Mud Sump. Bailed a bit. Bit of a confidence-builder
for Jamie. Aaron

Tuesday March 27 2018 GB John Cooper, Michelle Crossman,
Ade & Jude VdeP
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Checked the anchor points in the Upper Grotto, then via mud passage into
the Gorge. Over the bridge and into White Passage, then loop and oxbow
back to Main Chamber.  Out via the climb up the waterfall. Back to cars
via a circuitous route through gruffy ground.  1 ½ hrs. John

Thursday March 29 2018 Spider Hole Tim Rose, Sas Watson
Pissing down outside; made for a damp kitting-up.  Dropped a handline
down the entrance. Used own rope and the in-situ ladder at 6 m climb.
SRT down the pitches. The quoted 30 m length (in Mendip Underground)
is a bit short without being inventive! Descended more rope down the dig
until we ran out just before the final pitch. Back up to the surface to change
and re-unite Larry the Lamb with his Mother. Tim

Friday March 30 2018 Manor Farm Swallet Tim Rose, Sas Watson
Down as far as the slurry pump just before the climb up into NHASA
gallery. Much stinky water spraying all over the place and horrendous
smell. Decided that we didn’t want to smell like a cow’s bum hole so
returned to the surface. Air OK other than the smell.  Tim

Friday March 30 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton
Hammering away at the face of the Mud Tube dig. Cave very wet, but
poor draught at the dig. Geoff

Saturday March 31 2018 Mitchell’s Dig John Cooper, Geoff Newton,
Barry Wilkinson, Jonathan Williams, Ade & Jude VdeP.
A very wet hauling session in the bottom half of the cave. 1hr. John

Sunday April 1 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Barry Weaver
Noisy, frothy trip until it all went quiet a the Landing. Very little foam at
Sump 2, but lots at Sump 1. 1 ½ hrs. John

Tuesday April 3 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, Ali Moody
Quick trip to bang the bottom. Cave quite wet and good draught at the
work face. Ali

Friday April 6 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton
First a couple of hours hammering at the end of Mud Tube dig. Some
progress, however the way on is not very promising. Then started another
dig in a passage off Main Rift. This passage is not on the old, or the new,
surveys! Way on is blocked by boulders. Moved quite a lot, but there’s a
really big one preventing access to what might be open passage beyond.
After another hour, exited the cave with some rubbish from the Mud Tube
dig in a productive session. The “New” passage goes off from the bottom
of the Coffin Lid and is 5 - 6 metres long to the boulder blockage. Alas it
almost certainly goes to Aragonite Rift complex. Geoff

Saturday April 7 2018 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, John Cooper, Duncan
Simey, Chris Bonner, Ali Moody, Mike K, Geoff Newton.
Excellent session. Cleared Intermediate Pot with debris taken back to the
first walled pot stacking area. Then cleared the work face - Tuesday’s
charge had achieved a considerable amount of damage. This spoil was
stashed in the Intermediate Pot ready for removal up the cave next week.
It is now possible to get a 3 m view down the ongoing rift passage at the
bottom. More bang will be needed! 3 1/4 hrs. Ali
field on the way to the cave is very interesting. Geoff

Monday April 9 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton
Looked at the end of Back Passage dig - it’s just as bad as I remembered
it. Also at the end of mud tube dig. Moved a little mud and wormed as far
forward as I could. Doesn’t look very promising ahead. Geoff

Sunday April 29 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Duncan Simey, Wayne
Starsmore, Barry Weaver
More bailing of the Mud Sump. 350 buckets removed to leave about 6"
of airspace (30cms Triangle of airspace). 2 1/4 hrs. John

Monday April 30 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, Wayne Starsmore
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Used up the cement in the tub to make a half-mix which I used at the
very bottom to extend the spoil retaining wall. Whilst I was doing this,
Wayne moved the rocks along to the bottom of Four Tonne Shaft.  He
then hauled more rocks up the bottom shaft until only gravel remained.
Finally we moved those rocks along to the bottom of Four Tonne Shaft.
Good draught at the bottom. 2 hrs. John
ayday, Mayday..... not as fit as trip to Sump 1 proved. Blame 5 Weeks
in France! 1 ½ hrs.Terry

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Saturday May 5 2018 “Cavefest” Rods to Bath Mike K, Oona, Arthur
Wilson, Alyson Pryce, Francois
Everyone but Mike’s first Mendip Trip.... I did promise them it gets
better! No problems. I took Francois in and out of Bear Pit - he   found
it amusing.  Oona had a dodge knee, so I belayed her up the free-climb
coming out of Bath, with Francois help. Mike

Sunday May 6 2018 “Cavefest” Shute Shelve Alan Gray, Geoff
Newton, Chris Bonner, Mike K, Szilvia, Citron, Oona, Chris Gibbs,
Peter Staat, Louise Hull.
Peter’s return to Mendip in 30 years. Chris had arthritis in the spine
and Oona hadn’t caved in 10 years (other than Rods to Bath yesterday).
A trip well-suited to this, though, and a great hangover trip. Massive
chambers, short crawls, geodes and crystals, pink stal and lots of earth
colours. A great cave!  A few of us went to Carcass Cave afterwards.
Mike

Monday May 7 2018 “Cavefest” Reservoir Hole Mike K, Nikki &
Chris Pearce, Fay Hartley.
Standard Frozen Deep trip... ooohs and aaaahs. Took Chris to Golgotha,
caught up with the other two and out. I hope to take more trips here!
Mike

Saturday May 5 2018 LVS Szilvia Auth, John Cooper, Citron, Ali
Moody, Geoff Newton, Barry Weaver
62 loads of flood debris removed from the bottom of the entrance rift
/ Tennis Ball rift. 9 holes at the end of Triassic Tunnel then turned into
gravel. Bang wire trapped, so need to remove next time. 3 ½ hrs. John

Saturday May 5 2018 OFD Bean, Keith, Stu, Lisa (YSS?)
Pendulum pull-through, out bottom via looking for Pom-Pom. No
wonder many people don’t find it! Good trip. Water levels damp!  Bean

Sunday May 6 2018 Swildons Bean, Keith, Stu, Lisa
Sump 9 and out Damp Link. Got Gloop Sump bailed with the help of
a wellie and some sucking.  Grit Sump Squeeze was interesting, then
bailed Grit Sump. Up through Shatter Series and out. Lots of bailing
and squeezing. Bean

Monday May 7 2018 Eastwater Bean, Keith, Stu, Lisa
Quick 13 Pots trip, just to finish the YSS off. Lisa’s first Eastwater. 1
½ hrs. Bean

Monday May 7 2018 Spider Hole John Cooper, Tony Seddon, Adrian
VdeP
Hauled 30 loads up Four Tonne Shaft in two stages: first all three of us
hauled the spoil to the pit, then while Adrian went to look at the bottom,
two of us moved it on to the stacking area. 2 hrs. John

Wednesday May 9 2018 LVS John Cooper
Retrieved Ali’s wire, left in from last Saturday. All spoil cleared from
end. Stacked in 7 full buckets and left up the cave at the Bridge, ready
for moving to surface.  Nice echo ahead, face ready for more holes.  2
½ hrs. John

Thursday May 10 2018 LVS John Cooper
Four holes drilled and some chiselling done.  1 ½ hrs. John

Friday May 11 2018 LVS John Cooper
Ditto. John

Friday May 11 2018 Five Buddles Sink & Snake Pit Hole
Graham Norton, Wayne Starsmore
First looked a Waldergrave Swallet and Priddy Miny Swallet
(aka Wheel Pit). Then down the Wheel entrance to Five Buddles
Sink. According to MU it needs an 8m ladder, but 4m would
do, and is free-climbable for those with long legs. The lowest
part of the cave/mine was flooded, perhaps because tailings are
blocking the outlet.  Whilst looking for the Cornish Shaft we
found the entrance to Snake Pit Hole, so we went around that
as well. Very muddy little hole. We never did manage to find
the top of the Cornish Shaft - the lid must be buried under
brambles and forestry brashings. One would need to find this if
the end is to be dug, although the shaft can be seen from below.
Wayne
Saturday May 12 2018 2nd Saturday Trip Lionel’s Hole Shane
Rice, Rich & Andrea, Monica Bollani, Damon Fentham, Wayne,
Kim Lake, Mike Hood, Sarah Payne, Laura Everett-
Coles, James Collings, Jenna Overstoltz, George
Blackburn, Abby Adam.
Completed the round-tip en masse. Mike found it very snug.
Top Trip! Everyone enjoyed it although the ice-cream van at
the top of the Combe was the best bit!  Wayne

Saturday May 12 2018 LVS John Cooper, Ali Moody, Mike K,
Geoff Newton
Thirty loads of spoil hauled out, then 8 holes charged and more
spoil created. 3 hrs. John

Saturday May 12 2018 Mitchell’s Dig Pete Hann, Barry
Wilkinson, Ade & Jude VdeP
An initial 11 buckets of spoil hauled to the surface. Ade to the
bottom to start capping, whilst Barry, Pete and Jude cleared spoil
from the bottom to the intermediate stacking place. Capping at
the bottom went well, enlarging our view of the black space
ahead. Unfortunately a rock above where we were capping
started to crack away from the cement above.  Self-preservation
eventually overcame enthusiasm and it was decided we would
stabilise what we had before we continued to Cheddar! Adrian

Saturday May 12 2018 Waterwheel Swallet Bill Nix, Becky,
Les W
A short, but very pleasant, trip down this cave. We descended
down through the concrete rings to the rather fantastic stone
steps, from where we carried on, finding ourselves in Black-and-
White Grotto.  A few pics taken here, then onto the black gours.
The party had reduced in size just before Black-and-White
Grotto, so descending through the hole into the wet crawl, we
didn’t push on further, but took a few photos at the black gours,
and some on the way out. (Pics will appear on FB page, will
Email to Editor). We returned to the surface to a welcome brew
(thank you, Wendy). Feeling refreshed we wandered past Upper
Flood Swallet (a cave I’ve wanted to visit since 1996!) To the
lead smelting and condensing flues. A few more pics and a
return to base. The SMCC annual dinner followed in the
evening, after a brief drink and a sandwich at Maurice’s 80th.
Anniversary “Do”.  Many thanks and a Happy Birthday,
Maurice.  Thanks to Les, Wendy and Becky for a lovely
day/evening. Cheers. The other Bill.

Sunday May 13 2018 Reservoir Hole  Mike K, Geoff Newton.
First visit to Golgotha for Geoff, then took a look at Jilly’s
Slither Dig. Promising, but very muddy. Geoff
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Sunday May 13 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Barry Weaver
Went and inspected the Not Birthday squeeze via Vicarage Passage.
2 hrs. John

Monday May 14 2018 Spider Hole James Collings, Will Reed,
Wayne, NikNak, John Cooper, Ade VdeP
37 loads hauled up 4 Tonne Shaft to leave the bottom of it clear of
rock. Will and James went to the bottom of cleared gravel to expose
the next drill site. 2hrs. John

Tuesday May 15 2018 LVS John Cooper, Ali Moody, Wayne
Starsmore
Retrieved Ali’s wire from Saturday. Cleared debris back to above
the bridge. 1 hr. John

Wednesday May 16 2018 Swildons John Cooper, Emma Gisborne.
Short Round Trip.  No bailing needed in the troubles, however the
Mud Sump had a large puddle and someone had removed the buried
yellow bucket in the floor, which John replaced again. We
reinstated it on 2nd May with Wayne, so not sure when it was
removed again ? Exited the cave via the Wet Way. Emma

Thursday May 17 2018 LVS John Cooper, Barry Weaver
Surveyed the extra bit of Triassic Tunnel the old-fashioned way
(tape, compass and line), then drilled 4 holes in face and chiselled
a bit more off. 2hrs. John

Friday May 18 2018 Snake Pit Hole Geoff Newton, Wayne
Starsmore
Started a trial dig in the lowest point of the cave. Very muddy with
an annoying pool by the dig face. The cave is too twisty to take
spoil out to the surface with only two of us, but there is sufficient
space underground to stack at the moment. Hopefully we are not
back-filling the eventual way on! Rescued a Slow Worm from the
entrance shaft. 2hrs. Geoff

Saturday May 19 2018 LVS John Cooper, John Gisborne, Mike K,
Lee Venning, Geoff Newton

26 loads of spoil hauled out before 6 mixes of cement used in the
boulder choke. 3hrs. John C

Saturday May 19 2018 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton
Taking out the bucket and hauling ropes from the gloopy pool passage
to use in Snake Pit Hole. Geoff

Sunday May 20 2018 Snake Pit Hole Geoff Newton
Put in the hauling gear taken out of Sludge Pit yesterday. Dug a little
bit, but conditions at the face are well squalid so didn’t carry on very
long. Geoff
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ed: Two accounts written in retrospectively.

22 March 2018   to   03 April 2018 Matienzo, Cantabria, Spain
Bill Nix & Phil Gillespie(RRPC)
A quick visit to Matienzo. Heading out on the magic boat we
encountered a few other caving friends, including Carmen Smith,
Pete Egan, Talking Terry, Andy Pringle and Jim Davis. The crossing
was reasonably calm, even across the Bay of Biscay. It was good to
be back in the Happy Valley (ten years had passed since my last visit).
4 days intensive caving including two days exploring new cave
(Drone Pot, site 4669) left cave to be continued. We left the third
member of the team following ongoing leads.  1 week later..... still
recovering! Fuller report to follow elsewhere.  Bill

April 2018 Digging on Ingleborough Bill Nix,  Becky Varns, John
Worden(BPC)
Managed  more progress as we made our first proper return to the
“Thyme-on-our-Hands” project. A big rock bars the way on. For the
first time the counter-weight haul system failed to shift the rock.
Return planned soon for splitting it (Plug-and-Feathers possibly).
Approximately 16 buckets of spoil removed. Cold but pleasant day
out. Becky’s first visit to this marvel. Bill
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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